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A range of tools for 
accurately stripping 
insulation from wire 
and cables, to save 
time and money.

The range of precision wire 
strippers is designed for use 
on delicate wire for nick free 
stripping. Operation is simple - 
wire is passed through the hole 
and the handle squeezed.

3330 Cable stripper 
kabifi x

Item Number

430004  6 - 28mm, 1˝ tube

Item Number
 

395041 Spare blade

 Dual Purpose wire stripper and plastic tube cutting tool. Cuts and 
removes insulation from cables, solid conductors and standardised 
wire. Cuts plastic tubes up to 1˝ Ø. Safe and fast stripping of cable 
insulation up to strong outer sheaths. Automatic change from circular 
to longitudinal cut, adjustable cutting depth and replaceable hardened 
blade, all ensure a fast easy cut.

3759 Precision wire stripper
& cutter

Item Number

T3759 0.25, 0.30, 0.40, 0.50, 0.60, 0.80mm

Adjustable length stop with 15mm scale. Precision metal cutting and 
stripping blade, hardened. Integrated wire cutter for copper wires up to 
0.8mm Ø. Easily adjustable to 6 wire diameters in graduations of 0.25, 
0.30, 0.40, 0.50, 0.60 & 0.80mm.

3755 Precision fi bre 
stripper

Item Number

T3755 018 0.18mm

T3755 025 0.25mm

T3755 060 0.60mm

T3755 080 0.80mm

For fi bre optic cable.

3757 Precision wire 
stripper

Item Number

330009 0.12 – 0.40mm

330013 0.25 – 0.80mm

330011 0.30 – 1.00mm

Adjustable to six diameters - for PVC, tefl on and similar.

3756 Precision fi bre 
stripper

Item Number

T3756 20 0.20mm

T3756 25 0.25mm

T3756 30 0.30mm

T3756 40 0.40mm

T3756 50 0.50mm

T3756 60 0.60mm

T3756 80 0.80mm

T3756 100 1mm

For PVC, tefl on and similar.

3657 Maxi Waterpump pliers
DIN ISO 8976

Item Number

T3657 250 250mm 10˝ 50mm 2˝

T3657 300 300mm 12˝ 65mm 21/2˝

Patented design plier which has fi ne push button adjustment to 11 
positions, this ensures fast working. Extra large gripping capacity of 
over 50mm/2˝. Ideal for almost any application. Manufactured from 
quality chrome vanadium steel and box jointed design provide strength 
and durability. Slim head and jaws allow work in confi ned spaces. 
Contoured, antislip, long handles provide a tool which is comfortable 
and easy to use. 
 

3659A Waterpump pliers
DIN ISO 8976

Item Number

T3659A 175 175mm 7˝ 30mm 13/16˝

T3659A 240 250mm 10˝ 32mm 21/4˝

T3659A 300 300mm 12˝ 38mm 11/2˝

T3659A 400 400mm 16˝ 64mm 21/2˝

  Manufactured from hot drop forged chrome vanadium steel, oil 
hardened and tempered to specifi ed levels. Box jointed construction 
gives accuracy and long life. Slim head design for use in confi ned 
spaces. Parallelogram shaped jaws grip well on smooth and irregular 
surfaces. 7 position adjustment. Built in stop prevents fi nger nipping. 
Black stove enamel fi nish with PVC coated handles.  

C.K waterpump pliers are constructed using box joints 
as opposed to laid on joints. This means the pivot 
is supported on both sides of the jaw. While this is 
more complicated to manufacture, the end product is 
stronger and will last longer.
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